
28. “Intel, a company whose name is synonymous with chips and

processors, boasted an IoT revenue of $2.1 billion in 2014, up 19% from its 2013 earnings. With

its hands in the automotive, communication, energy and healthcare sectors among others, Intel is

poised to remain in the IoT landscape for some time. It has been on the forefront of low-power

chip development, and its Pentium and Celeron Processor N3000 product families and Aton x5

Z8300 Processoriaim to provide enhanced graphics, greater integration and improved security for

IoT.” .

29. “Microsoft: The company announced Azure IoT Suite at Microsoft Convergence

2015 in March, nearly one year after introducing Azure Intelligent Systems Service, which

connects, manages and captures machine-generated data from sensors and devices. Microsoft's

Azure IoT Services -- including, Azure Stream Analytics which helps users process massive

amounts of real-time data from IoT devices -- aim to help transform businesses from sectors such

as healthcare, manufacturing and transportation using IoT. Microsoft also announced the release

of Azure IoT .Hub service, a PaaS that offers IoT device registry, data storage and

security. ...Microsoft has its hand in the wearables drawer, with its own fitness trackers, Watches

and cameras. It is also working on HomeOS -- an experimental home automation system -- and

may even eventually use its acquisition of home automation company id_8Group R2 Studios

to make Xbox its home automation-system.”

30. “SAP: German software giant SAP claims its HANA database is "the secret sauce

to make IoT run simple." “The company, which dabbled in M2M platforms, has already seen

success with its IoT apps, including SAP Connected Assets System, SAP Connected Logistics

Software and SAP Smart Meter Analytics. SAP'sAIoTventure really took off in February 2013

When, along with Ericsson, it armounced cloud-based M2M solutions to enhance enterprise
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efficiency. In March 2015, it partnered with Deutsche Telekom's enterprise-focused T-Systems to

develop a cloud-based IoT platform aimed at the logistics sector. In the same month, SAP joined

the Industrial Internet Consortium, partnered with Jasper, teamed up with Huawei for advanced

IoT research, and together with Accenture announced it was developing an asset analytics solution

for CenterPoint Energy to improve the management and maintenance of its transmission and

distribution assets. In May, SAP released a HANA cloud platform tailored for IoT; S/4 HANA

aims to provide the -foundation for IoT_application services, including analytics, telematics,

connected car services and manufacturing offerings. SAP also announced Siemens was using the

HANA Cloud Platform to build Siemens Cloud for Industry -- an open platform for analyzing

large datasets. SAP also announced collaboration with Intel to integrate the IoT Gateway WithSAP

cloud to simplify enterprise IoT use. In October, SAP formed the Intemet of Things and Customer

Innovation unit-,which aims to broaden SiAP'sIoT applications, including its Vehicle Insights app,

Predictive Maintenance and Service solution, and Connected Logistics package.”

31. See https://www- .

935.ibm.com/services/multimedia/Client_Innovation_and_Delive1y_Update_Jan_201 5_v2.pdf

32. “IBM: The new IBM Irmovation Centre Lab is an innovative, state-of-the-art

development and creative space for clients to participate in hands-on workshops and education

sessions on Mobile technologies and the Intemet of Things (IoT). The lab includes IoT Foundation

- a fully managed, cloud-hosted service providing application access to IoT devices. This can be

combined with Bluemix to compose analytics applications, visualisation dashboards and mobile

IoT apps plus feed insights from IoT devices into enterprise applications. The lab also has a

Connected Car demonstration, Mobile Device Management technologies, Presence Zones and

demos of IBM Partner solutions. ...The lab is designed to enable clients to benefit fiom the size of
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the Mobile and IoT opportunity. It is predicted that there will be one billion Smartphone users by

2i016,and $534 billion inMobile transactions bv 2015, with 95% of Mobile traffic being data by

2015. There are already nine billion devices around the world currently connected to the Internet,

including computers, smartphones and sensors and this is expected to increase dramatically within

the next decade, with estimates ranging from 50 billion devices to reaching one trillion. Working

with experts in the lab, clients will have the opportunity to explore the range of approaches and

technologies available. The IoT provides new sources of data for enterprises to gain insight and

drive real business value. For example, a retailer can use this data to provide better customer

service, an industrial business can more efficiently manage equipment and an insurance company

can create more accurate risk models. . .§Thisnew report from IBM's Institute for Business Value

challenges some of the current thinking around the Internet of Things. The Internet of Things (IoT)

is the connection of everyday objects using embedded computing devices to the Intemet allowing

them to interact and perform automated functions. So far, the first wave of the IoT has focused

on verv high-value applications - there have been visible successes in continuous monitoring of jg

engines, automated smart meters and remote healthcare management. . ...” ' 

33. “New IBM Partnerships with Microsoft, SAP and Twitter Provide More Cloud

Services.” “. .. highlighted IBM’s partnership with Apple. In October, IBM announced three new

strategic partnerships which will provide clients with many more ways to benefit from cloud based

services. Twitter’s alliance with IBM brings together Twitter data which distinctively represents

the public pulse of the planet with IBM’s cloud-based analytics, customer engagement platforms

and consulting services to help clients make better, more infonned business decisions. IBM will

offer Twitter data as part of select cloud-based services and consultants will have access to Twitter

data to enrich services for clients IBM and Twitterwill deliver a set of enterprise applications to
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help _improve business decisions across industries and professions Developers will be able to

integrate Twitter data into new cloud services they are building with IBM’s Watson Developer

Cloud or IBM Bluemix.”

34. “For more info: http://WWW-O3.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/45265.Wss.

Microsoft and IBM will make key software available on each other’s cloud platforms IBM

middleware such as WebSphere Liberty, MQ, and DB2 will be available on Microsoft Azure.

Windows Server and SQL Server will be offered on IBM Cloud. The companies are also working

together to deliver a Microsofi .NET runtime for IBM’s Bluemix cloud development platform _~

making it more accessible for a wider range of developers. To support hybrid cloud deployments,

IBM will expand support of its software running on Windows Server Hyper-V, and the companies

plan to make IBM Pure Application Service available on Azure. For more info: http://www

03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/45196.wss SAP HANA Enterprise Cloud is now available on

IBM Cloud Managed Services and SoftLayer. This gives clients the ability to purchase access to

SAP's enterprise business applications as a service; the service will eventually be available in 40

IBM cloud data centers Worldwide.This partnership will enable organisations to securely manage

SAP workloads on a consistent infrastructure, with transparency and control over where data

resides.” 

35. Dr. Arunachalam’s patented technologies enable Proposed Respondents’ IoT

devices andmobile electronic devices to transact over the Web from IoT devices and Web

applications in real-time and to generate big data that is managed and indexed using Dr.

Arunachalam’s patented technologies. Dr. Arunachalam also invented critical technologies that

are mission-critical to the U.S. Government. Dr. Arunachalam’s inventions make IoT devices and
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mobile electronic devices desirable to consumers and businesses in their daily lives and created

the millennial generation.

36. “Client Innovation Projects: IBM SAP Cloud Drives Client Value... To support

continuing business growth,” an IBM customer “Edwards needed a scalable SAP hosting solution

from a trusted provider. Solution: IBM Global Technology Services developed and delivered IBM

Cloud Managed -Services and IBM Cloud Managed Services for SAP Applications hosting

infrastructure designed to meet the company’s requirements. Client Benefits: The IBM Cloud

platform now supports Edwards’s strategic growth objectives, delivers 70 percent more computing

power and has boosted system performance Whilst at the same time driving down costs. Is this

Innovation? With cloud services an industry nonn. .. Edwards was one of the first clients globally

to board onto the IBM SAP Cloud service and the project was a great example of abcollaborative

approachto governance and delivery when migrating to a new ‘first of a kind’ service. But the real

reason is that in line with the definition of innovation agreed with many clients —the project used

new ideas and services to drive change to deliver real client business value.” — yes, new ideas

and inventions belonging to Dr. Arunachalam stolen by_proposed Respondents! !' 

37. ' See http://wwwcxotoday.corn/story/top-l0-finns-influencing-iot-growth/. “The

phenomenal growth in digital technologies and number of Internet-connected devices is expected

to drive the IoT market globally as IDC predicts the market to touch $3.04 trillion in 2020. Gartner

has also mentioned in an earlier report that the IoT is expected to reach 26 billion installed units

by 2020, up from 0.9 billion just five years ago, and will impactthe way industries and their leaders

will function...According to a study done by IoT Analytics, a global firm that track Internet of

Things companies and trends, there is a head-to-head race going on between 5 companies: Intel,
V .

Microsoft, Cisco, Google, and IBM.” V »
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38.’ “Intel: Intel’s CEO Brian Krzanich has leamed from the past: .... With the Internet

of Things promising some ~50 billion connected devices in the next 5 years, Brian Krzanich wants

“Intel Inside.” Therefore Intel is at the forefront of developing new generation low-power chips

for connected IoT devices. Intel R&D centers (so called Intel Open Labs) and a number of industry

co-operations (e.g., Intel and Kuka’s PC-based robot-controllers) lay the foundation of Intel’s IoT

push. Moreover Intel is targeting startups and developers. The Intel Galileo developer kit for

anyone who wants to create their own thing is being marketed heavily throughout the world. Ill-.1

latest addition to Intel IoT portfolio is a platform for connecting the data from your things to the

cloud.” t ' ‘

39. “Google: Google accelerated the rise of the Internet of Thing from one day to

another. On January 14,2014 Google announced that it would buy smart home company Nest for

$3.2bn. This day marked the beginning of mass market awareness for the Internet of Things.

Google’s glass and self-driving car project also fall under the category of Internet of Things. In

addition, Google recently announced the “Physical web platform.” It is not clear yet what the

platform will eventually be. But it is IoT.” p ~ '

40. “IBM: The last one of the big five Internet of Things companies is IBM. IBM

invests heavily in enterprise application infrastructure and databases for connected devices. Also

analytics. IBM, much like Intel or Microsoft, partners Lwith other companies to create _IoT

showcases in different areas.” 

41. “Samsung: Samsung’s acquisition of one of the leading smart home platfonns,

SmartThings, li-fled Samsung into the top 10 Intemet of Things companies. Apart from that,

Samsung is obviously a large player in the wearables space.’
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42. ‘Apple: Right now Apple’s Internet of Things activity is centered on the Apple

Watch and the Apple HomeKit platfonn. There is also an Apple HealthKit. it appears Apple is

entering the Internet-connected car market for example.”

K 43. “SAP: While SAP dominates the enterprise software market, the company is also

betting that with the Intemet of Things. SAP is positioning their HANA database as “the secret

sauce to make Internet of Things run simple”. Besides enabling their ERP-System with IoT

functionality and experimenting with M2M platforms, SAP is undertaking pilot projects in

logistics, service, and manufacturing operations among others.” l

44. “General Electric: GE is among the leading Industrial Internet of Things

companies. It actually coined the tenn Industrial Intemet (of Things). GE is rolling-out solutions

in a number of industries such as aviation, manufacturing, or power generation. The company

claims to have achieved $lbn of revenues with industrial intemet products in 2014.”

45. “Some of the other tech companies constantly contributing to the growth of IoT and

driving the market include Amazon, HP, Blackberry, PTC and Verizon.” “... Together with

Gartner, IDC is establishing itself as one of the leading Internet of Things companies focused on

market research and is extremely upbeat about its growth.” p

46. Proposed Respondents are behemoths engaged. in anti-trust practices. IBM

maintains a monopoly over the IoT and Web applications market through "anticompetitive

practices — not through the merits of its products or the strength of its innovation," but by stealing

Dr. Arunachalam’s inventions and marketing it as if it were its own. Dr. Arunachalam’s bid for an

exclusion order targets underlying IoT patented technology. Dr. Artmachalam states that the

proposed ban would not hurt competition. Dr. Arunachalam’s complaint requesting an import and

domestic sales ban on, for example, iPhone and iPad models produced outside of the U.S with
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IoT. More specifically, Dr. Arunachalam seeks an exclusion order that applies only to IoT devices

made outside the US and imported into the USA.

47. IBM abused its ‘monopoly power’ to offer lower than normal royalties and

continuesto try to force the inventor to sign patent licensing agreements. IBM has violated two

sections of the Sherman Act in anti-trust violations. At its core, it is really about the price of IP

and what to pay for the technology that essentially Dr. Arunachalam really produced in order to

invent the industry that has really become so disruptive and such an important force in our daily

lives. 

48. Dr. Arunachalam looks to obtain a "limited exclusion order" against newly built

iPhone and IoT devices, and also seeks to halt sales of devices already within U.S. borders through

a cease and desist order. It is disturbing that IBM and other Proposed Respondents, particularly

members of The IBM Eclipse Foundation, have unilaterally decided they do not have to pay for

property they take and use and engaged in lawlessness. l

49. Dr. Arunachalam’s inventions are at the heart of every IoT device, for example,

iPhone, and extend well beyond Web standards and technologies;-The Asserted Patent is vital to

IOTdevice functions. IBM and The IBM Eclipse Foundation and its members have to date refused

to pay licensing fees to the tech developer and inventor who invented IoT and Web applications

displayed on a Web browser and launched the Web applications market in the first place. The

Asserted Patent is only a fraction of the non-SEPs that Proposed Respondents practice Without

properly licensing. IBM’s perpetuation of an illegal business model that burdens innovation has

harmed Dr. Arunachalam. Dr. Arunachalam’s technologies have proliferated Web applications on

IoT devices to today’s smartphones. l
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50. Dr. Arunachalam requests the Commission to investigate the unfair trade practices

relating to the importation, sale for importation, and/or the sale after importation of products such

as the Apple iPhone 6, the Apple iPad Air 2, the Samsung Galaxy S6, and the LG G3, among

others and other Proposed Respondents’ IoT devices with Web applications displayed on a Web

browser. Many of these devices incorporate technology provided by Dr. Arunachalam that infringe

Dr. Arunachalam’s Asserted Patent.

51. Dr. Arunachalam seeks an Exclusion Order barring Proposed Respondents’

importation of Proposed Respondents’ IoT smartphone devices, prohibiting firrther sales of such

products that have already been imported, and halting the marketing, advertising, demonstration

and Warehousing of inventory and use of such imported products in the United States.

52. Dr. Arunachalam alleges a violation of Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930,

through the sale for importation, importation, and/or sale after importation of certain IoT devices

and components thereof (IoT, The Internet of Things — Web Applications displayed on a Web

browser) (and products containing the same) manufactured by using misappropriated trade secrets,

by IBM and The IBM Eclipse Foundation and its members. . '

53. ' More than 12 billion devices are connected to the Internet of Things and by 2020,

that number is expected to become 30 billion, according to Goldman Sachs Research. Dr.

Arunacha1am’spatented technology is enabling the revolution.

54. See http://www.goldmansachs.com/our-thinking/pages/iot-infographichtml

55. Smartphones and mobile electronic devices with Web applications are IoT

devices. ‘For example, see http://wWw,.goldmansachs.com/our-thinking/pages/iot-meets

health.html .

.56. Apple is "adominant seller in both the global and domestic markets for mobile
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electronic devices. While Apple’s mobile electronic devices are ubiquitous today, Apple had

nothing to do with creating the technology that forms the backbone of the Web applications

displayed on a Web browser and the Internet of Things (IoT) industry. Apple rose to dominance

relying heavily‘ on Dr. Arunachalam’s patented technology that enables numerous Web

applications displayed on a Web-browsernonthe iPhone. Further, the iPhone’s value to customers

is driven by its Dr. AILlI1_2lCh&13.1'I1- enabled ability to connect with the Internet of Things and have

infinite Web applications displayed on a Web browser —-iPhone is now an IoT device — this is

where the even greater value is, that is causing the proliferation of iPhones as the value-added IoT

devices, infringing Dr. Arunachalam’s Asserted Patent.

V57. Apple’s and other Proposed Respondents’ unlicensed and unauthorized use of Dr.

Arunacha1am’spatented technology—including the technology disclosed in the Asserted Patent 

to manufacture, import and sell IoT devices and mobile electronic devices in the United States

constitutes an unfair act within the meaning of Section 337.

58. On information and belief, the Accused Devices are manufactured and/or sold for

importation into the United States, imported into the United States, and/or sold after importation

into the United States by or on behalf of Apple and/or other Proposed Respondents.

59. A domestic industry as required by l9 U.S.C. § l337(a)(2) and § l337(a) (3) exists

in the United States relating to articles protected by Dr. Arunachalam’s Asserted Patent. Dr.

Arunachalam’s domestic industry includes significant investments in plant and equipment,

significant employment of labor and capital, and substantial investments in the exploitation of the

inventions claimed in Dr. Arunachalam’s Asserted Patent, including through engineering,

research, and development, patent prosecution, patent assertion and litigation activities.
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60. Dr. Anmachalam seeks relief from the Commission in the form of a permanent

limited exclusion order, pursuant to Section 337(d), excluding from entry into the U.S. all of

IBM’s, SAP’s and all of the Proposed Respondents’ accused products that infringe one or more

claims of the Asserted Patent, infringing IoT devices, or IoT devices that are manufactured using

processes that infringe, that are imported into the United States, sold for importation into the

United States, and/or sold in the United States after importation by or on behalf of Apple and other

Proposed Respondents.

61. Dr. Arunachalam also seeks pennanent cease and desist orders, pursuant to Section

337(f), halting the importing, selling, offering for sale, using, demonstrating, promoting, testing,

warehousing inventory of, distributing, licensing, programming, packaging, repackaging,

bundling, updating, soliciting U.S. agents or distributors for, or aiding and abetting other entities

in the importation, sale for importation, sale after importation, transfer, or distribution of its

infringing IoT devices, or of IoT devices manufactured using processes that infringe, marketing,

and/or advertising by IBM and related entities; SAP and related entities; and each and every one

of the Proposed Respondents and related entities of Web applications displayed on a Web browser

— the Internet of Things (IoT) — and components thereof that infringe one or more claims of the

Asserted Patent. _ .

_62. Dr. Arunachalam further seeks the imposition of a bond upon importation of IoT

devices that infringe one or more claims of the Asserted Patent, during the 60-day Presidential

review period pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § 1337(j).

II. COMPLAINANT
1

Complainant, Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam is an icon of America Invents
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63. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam is the inventor and current owner of all right, title, and

interest in the Asserted Patent. Complainant, Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam is the inventor of Web

applications displayed on a Web browser -—the Intemet of Things (IoT) — and assignee of over

a dozen patents with a priority date of 1995. Her inventions have achieved huge commercial

success — Web banking, social networking, to name a few -—and are mission-critical to U.S.

Govemment’s operations, including improving national security. Complainant’s patented

inventions are in ubiquitous use worldwide, allowing Microsoft, IBM, SAP, and each and every

one of the Proposed Respondents and the U.S. Government to make $trillions. The Asserted Patent

is U.S. Patent No. 7,930,340, deriving a 11/13/1995 priority date from her provisional

application with S/N 60/006,634. Copies of the assignments for the Asserted Patent, reflecting the

chains of title, are attached hereto as Exhibit 2.

64. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam sells licenses to the Asserted Patent and the other patents

in the same patent portfolio as the Asserted Patent with the same priority date of 11/13/1995 and

she and her Licensees sell and use Web applications displayed on a Web browser -—the Intemet

of Things (IoT) — and these have been incorporated into Web applications displayed on a Web

browser assembled and sold in the United States market. These Web applications embody the

Asserted Patent. Dr. Arunachalam’s company, WebXchange, Inc, in which she is the majority

shareholder with 100% voting rights, have licensed the patented technology and patents to over

200 Fortune 500 companies in the U.S. ~ 

III. PROPOSED RESPONDENTS

65. On information and belief, Apple, IBM, SAP, and each and every one of the

Proposed Respondents designs, develops, tests, imports into the United States, offers for sale, sells

for importation into the United States, and sells in the United States after importation infringing,
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or manufactured by processes that infringe, IoT devices and Web applications displayed on a Web

browser, for example, devices sold under the tradename Apple iPhone 7. Neither Apple nor any of

the Proposed Respondents have a license from Dr. Arunachalam to the Asserted Patent.

66. Proposed Respondent IBM is a corporation organized and existing under the laws

of the State of New York, With its principal place of business at l New Orchard Road, Arrnonk,

New York 10504. On information and belief, IBM is lamanufacturer, distributor and marketer of

IoT devices and Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the Intemet of Things (IoT) —

and Cloud services and components thereof that infringe the -asserted‘claims. Pursuant to

Commission Rule 2l0.4( c )(3), certain allegations and other factual contentions contained in

paragraphs supra and infia, herein are likely to have evidentiary support after a reasonable

opportunity for further investigation and discovery. The entire fabric of IBM revolves around IoT

and Web applications displayed on_a Web browser and Cloud services, and runs on Dr.

Arunachalam’s inventions and Asserted Patent. »

67. On information and belief, proposed Respondent IBM India Pvt Ltd is a related

corporation, with its principal place of business at N-0.12, Subramanya Arcade,

Bannerghatta Main Road, Bangaluru, India - 560 O29. On information and belief, IBM India Pvt

Ltd perfonns manufacturing, packaging and assembly of IoT devices and Web applications

displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) — and components thereof that

infringe the asserted claims, and ships such Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the

Internet of Things (IoT) ——and Cloud services and components thereof into the United States.

68. As discussed in further detail herein, on information and belief, IBM’s Web

applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) -—-and Cloud services,

IoT devices and components thereof are manufactured, assembled, packaged and/or tested outside
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the U.S. in India. On further infonnation and belief, IBM and/or others then import the accused

Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud

services, IoT devices and components thereof into the U.S., sell them for importation, and/or sell

them in the U.S. after importation thereof. _

69. Proposed Respondent SAP America, Inc. is a corporation organized and existing

under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal place of business at 3999 West Chester

Pike, town Square, Pennsylvania 19073. On information and belief, SAP is a manufacturer,

distributor and marketer of IoT devices and Web applications displayed on a Web browser -—the

Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components thereof that infringe the asserted

claims. Pursuant to Commission Rule 21O.4( c )(3), certain allegations and other factual

contentions contained in paragraphs supra and infra herein are likely to have evidentiary support

after a reasonable opportunity for further investigation and discovery. The entire fabric of SAP

revolves around IoT and Web applications displayed on a Web browser and Cloud services, and

IoT devices and runs on Dr. Arunachalam’s inventions and Asserted Patent.

70'. On infonnation and belief, Proposed Respondent -SAP-SE, also formerly, called

SAP AG is a related corporation, a German multinational software corporation that makes

enterprise software to manage business operations and customer relations, as well as IoT devices

and Web applications displayed on a Web browser ——the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud

services and components thereof that infringe the asserted claims. SAP is headquartered in

Walldorf, Baden-Wurrtemberg, with regional offices in 130 countries, with its principal place of

business at Dietmar-Hopp-_Allee 16, 69190 Walldorf, Gennany. On information and belief, SAP

SE perfonns manufacturing, packaging and assembly of IoT devices and Web applications

displayed on a Web browser —-the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components
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thereof that infringe the asserted claims, and ships such IoT devices and Web applications

displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components

thereof into the United States. i

71. Since 2012, SAP has acquired several companies that sell cloud-based products,

with several rnultibillion—dollar acquisitions. In 2014 SAP bought Concur Technologies, a

provider of cloud-based travel and expense management software, for $8.3 billion. I

72. In 2014, IBM and SAP began a partnership to sell cloud-based services. Likewise,

in 2015*,SAP also partnered with HPE to provide secure hybrid cloud-based services running the

SAP platform. Both HPE and IBM provide infrastructure services to SAP, and SAP runs its SAP

HANA cloud solution on top. SAP has announced additional partnerships with Microsoft in order

to give customers tools for data visualization, as well as improved mobile applications.

73. SAP exceeded its revenue projections due to the expansion in its cloud business

and the success of SAP HANA through the use of Dr. Arunachalam’s patented technology. SAP

announced plans in 2016 to invest heavily into technology relating to Intemet of Things (IoT) as

part of a strategy to capitalize on the growth in that market. For that purpose, €2 billion ($2.2 bha)

are planned to be invested in relevant sectors by the end of 2020. To that end, SAP also launched

a new product line called SAP IoT, which combines “large amounts of data from things connected

to the Intemet with machine learning and SAP's real-time database S/4 PLANA."

74. SAP S/4HANA: In 2015, SAP launched SAP S/4HANA, the newest generation of

the SAP Business Suite. It was written natively for the SAP HANA platform. It offers cloud, on

premises and hybrid deployment options to customers, with_its benefits including a smaller data

footprint, higher throughput, faster analytics and faster access to data. It also allows existing SAP

Business Suite customers to upgrade to this product from SAP Business Suite.
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75. In 2016, SAP introduced SAP HANA, Express Edition to run on personal

computers or on cloud computing platforms for students and other small-scale developers. i

76. As discussed infurther detail herein, on information and belief, SAP’s IoT devices

and Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of “Things(IoT) — and Cloud

services and components thereof are manufactured, assembled, packaged and/or tested outside the

U.S. in Germany, China and India. On fiuther information and belief, SAP and/or others then

import the accused Web applications displayed on a Web browser —-—the Intemet of Things (IoT)

— and Cloud services and IoT devices and components thereof into the U.S., sell them for

importation, and/or sell -themin the U.S. after importation thereof.

77. Upon infonnation and belief, Proposed Respondent JPMorgan Chase and Company

("IPMorgan") is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, with

its principal place of business at 270 Park Avenue, New York, New York and has a registered

agent for service located at The Corporation Trust Company, Corporation Trust Center, 1209

Orange Street, Wilmington, Delaware 19801. IPMorgan transacts business throughout the United

States and worldwide in Europe and other continents. JPMorgan serves millions of customers in

the U.S. and many of the world’s most prominent corporate, institutional and government clients,

and offers Web banking and other Web applications on the World Wide Web, utilizing the

Asserted Patent. On information and belief, IPMorgan and its service providers such as IBM and

SAP perform manufacturing, packaging and assembly of Web applications displayed on a Web

browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud.services, IoT devices and components thereof

that infringe the asserted claims, outside the USA in India, China and Germany, and ship such

Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the Intemet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud

services, IoT devices and components thereof into the United States.
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78. Upon infonnation and belief, Proposed Respondent Facebook is a Delaware

corporation, with its principal place of business at 1601 Willow Road, Menlo Park, California

94025, USA. Facebook offers a social networking Web application and Cloud services, utilizing

the Asserted Patent and transacts business in the United States and worldwide. Facebook and its

service providers perfonn manufacturing, packaging and assembly of Web applications displayed

on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (Io'D — and Cloud services, IoT devices and

components thereof that infringe the asserted claims, outside the USA in India and other countries,

and ship such Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) —

and Cloud services, IoT devices and components thereof into the United States. ' '

79. Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondent Microsoft is a Delaware

corporation, with its principal place of business at One Microsoft Way, Redmond, Washington

98052-6399, USA. Microsoft ' offers Web "applications and Web application development tools,

products and services and Cloud services and IoT devices, utilizing the Asserted Patent and

transacts business in the United States and worldwide. Microsoft performs manufacturing,

packaging and assembly of Web applications displayed on a Web browser—the Internet of Things

(IoT) —-and Cloud services, IoT devices and components thereof that infringe the asserted claims,

outside the USA in India and other countries, and ships such Web applications displayed on a Web

browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services, IoT devices and components thereof

into the United States. S *

80. Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondent Apple is a Delaware

corporation, with its principal place of business at 1 Infinite Loop, Cupertino, CA 950.14,USA.

Apple offers PCs, tablets, iPhones, and other mobile platforms, IoT devices loaded with 'Web

applications and Web application development tools, products and services and Cloud services,
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and App Store, utilizing the Asserted Patent and transacts business in the United States and

worldwide. Apple perfonns manufacturing, packaging and assembly of mobile platforms and Web

applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services,

IoT devices and components thereof that infringe the asserted claims, outside the USA in China,

India and other countries, and ships such IoT devices, Web applications displayed on a Web

browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components thereof into the

United States. ' _

‘8l. Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondent Samsung is a Korea

corporation, with its principal place of business at 40th floor Samsung Electronics Building, ll,

Seocho-daero 74-gill,Seocho District, Seoul, South Korea and its U.S. Headquarters is located at

85 Challenger Road, Ridgefield Park, NJ 07760, USA. Samsung offers PCs, tablets, mobile smart

Phones, and other mobile platforms, IoT devices loaded with Web applications and Web

application development tools, products and services and Cloud services,_utilizing the Asserted

Patent and transacts business in the United States and worldwide. Samsung performs

manufacturing, packaging and assembly of mobile platforms, IoT»devices and Web applications

displayed on a Web browser— the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components

thereof that infringe the asserted claims, outside the USA in Korea and other countries, and ships

such mobile platforms, IoT devices and Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the

Intemet of Things (IoT) —-and Cloud services and components thereof into the United States.

82. Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondent The IBM Eclipse Foundation

is a Delaware (alleging itself as a) non-profit corporation, with its principal place of business at

102 Centrepointe Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, K2G 6B1'. The IBM Eclipse Foundation

transacts business in the United States and worldwide. It engaged in theft of Complainant’s
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intellectual property, patents and patented technology, and copyrights and distributed it to its

members and charged for Web applications and Web application development tools, products and

services and Cloud services and IoT devices, utilizing the Asserted Patent and transacts business

in the United States and worldwide. Most of its 200 or so members are Delaware corporations and

offer Web applications and Web application development tools, products and services and Cloud

services and IoT devices, utilizing the Asserted Patent and transact business in the United States

and worldwide. Its members manufacture, package and assemble IoT devices and Web

applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services

and components thereof that infringe the asserted claims, outside the USA in China, India, Korea

and other countries, and ship such IoT devices and Web applications displayed on a Web browser

— the Intenret of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components thereof into the United

States.

83. Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondent The United States (herein afier

“USA”) is using Complainant’s patented Web applications on a Web browser profusely in all

departments and agencies of the United States in the Federal Government’s diverse operations.

Complainant’s patented technology has created the millemrial generation and transformed the way

we live, work and play and is mission critical to how the United States conducts its business and

operations today on the Web in its various agencies, such as homeland security, the United States

Patent and Trademark Office, Department of Commerce, Department of Defense, Department of

Energy, Department of Education, Environmental Protection Agency, Government Printing

Office, General Services Administration, Health and Human Services, Housing and Urban

Development, Interstate Commerce Commission, Department of Justice, Department of Labor,

NASA, the Navy, Postal Service, the State Department, SBA, Department of Transportation,
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Department of Treasury, Department of Veterans Affairs, and various other agencies, whereas its

old systems and processes were archaic. Its vendors, IBM, SAP, Microsoft, Apple and other

Proposed Respondents_manufacture, package and assemble IoT devices and Web applications

displayed on a Web browser —-the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components

thereof that infringe the asserted claims, outside the USA in China, India, Korea and other

countries, and ship such IoT devices and Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the

Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components thereof into the United States for

use by The United States and its Agencies.

84. Proposed Respondent The United States, and its Agencies, in particular, the United

States District Court for the District of Delaware, the United States Court of Appeals for the

Pederal Circuit (“CAFC”), United States Patent and Trademark Office (“USPTO”), Patent Trial

and Appeal Board (“PTAB”), U.S. Federal District Court for the District of Delaware violated

Complainant’s liberty interests and property interests invoking due process protection and

committed acts of violation of the laws of the United States of America, enumerated infia.

85. On information and belief, Proposed Respondent, The UNITED STATES

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE, (herein after “USPTO”) is the federal agency for

granting U.S. patents and registering trademarks. In doing this, the USPTO fulfills the mandate of

Article I, Section 8, Clause 8, of the Constitution that the legislative branch "promote the Progress

of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive

Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries." The USPTO registers trademarks based on the

commerce clause of the Constitution (Article I, Section 8, Clause 3). The USPTO advises the

president of the United States, the secretary of commerce, and U.S. government agencies on

intellectual property (IP) policy, protection, and enforcement. The USPTO has multiple offices
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located throughout the United States. The United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)

operates a headquarters at 600 Dulany Street, Alexandria, Virginia and four regional offices. When

President Obama signed the America Invents Act into law in 201 l, USPTO was granted the ability

to establish at least three regional offices. USPTO’s Silicon Valley office opened in San Jose in

October 2015, and serves the West Coast region. The Silicon Valley USPTO is a West Coast

regional office, serving. California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, Arizona, Alaska, and Hawaii.

Silicon Valley USPTO’s address is 26 S. Fourth Street, San Jose, CA 95113. Its vendors, IBM,

SAP, Microsoft, Apple and other Proposed Respondents manufacture, package and assemble IoT

devices and Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the Inteniet of Things (IoT) — and

Cloud services and components thereof that infringe the asserted claims, outside the USA in China,

India, Korea and other countries, and ship such IoT devices and Web applications displayed on a

Web browser ~—the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components thereof into

the United States for use by USPTO. 

86. On infonnation and belief, Proposed Respondent, THE PATENT TRIAL AND

APPEAL BOARD, (herein after “PTAB”) is created by statute, and includes statutory members

and Administrative Patent Judges. 35 U.S_C. § 6(a), establishes the Board's membership as the

Director, the Deputy Director, the Commissioner for Patents, the Commissioner for Trademarks,

and the Administrative Patent Judges. The PTAB is charged with rendering decisions on: appeals

from adverse examiner decisions, post-issuance challenges to patents, and interferences. PTAB

conducts trials including inter-partes, post-grant, and covered business method patent ‘reviewsand

derivation proceedings, and hears appeals from adverse examiner decisions in patent applications

and reexamination proceedings. The Board has judges based in all the regional offices, one of

which is in the Silicon Valley. The Silicon Valley USPTO is a West Coast regional office, serving
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California. Silicon Valley USPTO’s address is 26 S. Fourth Street, San Jose, CA 95113. Its

vendors, IBM, SAP, Microsoft, Apple and other Proposed Respondents manufacture, package and

assemble IoT devices and Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things

(IoT) — and Cloud services and components thereof that infringe the asserted claims, outside the

USA in China, India, Korea and other countries, and ship such IoT devices and Web applications

displayed on a Web browser + the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components

thereof into the United States for use by PTAB.

87. The United States, USPTO and PTAB are in breach of contract with the

Complainant /inventor of the Asserted Patent. 

88. Proposed Respondent The United States, USPTO and PTAB profusely use the

Asserted Patent up to the order of trillions of dollars, without taking a license from Complainant.

The entire fabric of The United States, USPTO and PTAB rtm on the Asserted Patent and are using

it from imported hardware, software using the Asserted Patent, manufactured by its vendors IBM,

SAP, Microsoft and otherlProposed Respondents outside the USA and imported into the USA.

89. Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondent Fulton Financial Corporation,

("Fulton") is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with

its principal place of business at One-Penn Square, P. O. Box 4887, Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17602.

Fulton has banking offices in the United States. Fulton transacts business in the United States and

its subsidiary, Raymond James transacts business in the United States and worldwide. Fulton and

its vendors IBM, SAP and other Proposed Respondents perform outside the USA in India and

other countries, manufacturing, packaging and assembly of IOT devices, mobile platforms and

Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the Intemét of Things (IoT) -— and Cloud

services and components thereof that infringe the asserted claims, and ships such IoT devices,
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mobile platforms and Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things

(IoT) — and_Cloudservicesand components thereof into the United States.

90. Upon infonnation and belief, Proposed Respondent CitiGroup, Inc. and Citi Bank,

("Citi") is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its

principal place of business at 399 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10022. Citi has a registered

agent for service located at The Corporation Trust Company, Corporation Trust Center, 1209

Orange Street, Wilmington, Delaware 19801. Citi transacts business in the United States and

worldwide. Citi and its service providers and vendors such as IBM, SAP, Microsofi and others

perform manufacturing, packaging and assembly of IoT devices, mobile platforms and Web

applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services

and components thereof that infringe the asserted claims, outside the USA in India and other

countries, and ship such IoT devices, mobile platforms and Web applications displayed on a Web

browser — the Intemet of Things (loT) ‘—and Cloud services and components thereof into the

United States. ,

91. Upon information _and belief, Proposed Respondent Wells Fargo Bank is _a

corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal place

of business at 420 Montgomery Street. San Francisco, CA 94104 and has a registered agent for

service located at The Corporation Trust Company, Corporation Trust Center, 1209‘Orange Street,

Wilmington, Delaware 19801. Wells Fargo transacts business in the United States and worldwide.

Wells Fargo and its service providers and vendors such as IBM, SAP, Microsoft and others

perfonn manufacturing, packaging and assembly of IoT devices, mobile platforms and Web

applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services

and components thereof that infringe the asserted claims, outside the USA in India and other
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countries, and ship such IoT devices mobile platforms and ‘Webapplications displayed on a Web

browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components thereof into the

United States. '
' ,

92. Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondent Citizen’s Financial Group is a

corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal place

of business at One Citizens Plaza, Providence, RI 02903 and has a registered agent for service

located at Corporation Service Company, 2711 Centerville Road Suite 400, Wilmington, New

Castle County, Delaware 19808. Citizen’s transacts business in the United States and worldwide.

Citizen’s and its service providers and vendors such as IBM, SAP, Microsoft and others perform

manufacturing, packaging and assembly of IoT devices, mobile platforms and Web applications

displayed on a Web browser— the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components

thereof that infringe the asserted claims, outside the USA in_India and other countries, and ship

such IoT devices, mobile platforms and Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the

Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components thereof into the United States.

93. Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondent Fiserv, Inc. ("Fiserv") is a

corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Wisconsin, with its principal

place of business at 255 Fiserv Drive, Brookfield, Wisconsin 53045. Fiseiy transacts -business

throughout the United States, in India and worldwide. Fiserv performs manufacturing, packaging

and assembly of IoT devices, mobile platforms and Web applications displayed on a Web browser

— the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and componentsrthereof that infringe the

asserted claims, outside the USA in India and other countries, and ship such IoT devices mobile

platforms and Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) —

and Cloud services and components thereof into the United States. '
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94. Upon infomiation and belief, Proposed Respondent Fiserv India Pvt. Ltd. is a

related corporation, with its principal place of business at No.3, 2nd Floor, Prestige Blue Chip

Business Park, Hosur Road, Bangalore —560029,India. On information and belief, Fiserv India

Pvt Ltd performs manufacturing, packaging and assembly of IoT devices, Web applications

displayed on.a Web browser — the _Internetof Things (IoT) — and components thereof that

infringe the asserted claims, and ships such IoT devices, Web applications displayed on a Web

browser — the Intemet of Things (IoT) — and components thereof into the United States.

95. Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondent JCPenney is a corporation

organized and existing under the laws of the State of Texas, with its principal place of business at

6501 Legacy Dr, Plano, TX 75024, USA. JCPenney transacts business in the United States and

worldwide. JCPenney and its service providers and vendors such as IBM, SAP, Microsofl and

others perform manufacturing, packaging and assembly of IoT devices, mobile platforms and Web

applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services

and components thereof that infringe the asserted claims, outside the USA in India and other

countries, and ship such IoT devices, mobile platforms and Web applications displayed on a Web

browser + the Internet of Things (IoT) ———and Cloud services and components thereof into the

United States. _ _ 

96. Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondent U-Haul International, Inc., a

subsidiary of AMERCO, is a corporation with its principal place of business at 2727 N Central

Ave, Phoenix, AZ 85004, USA. ‘U-Haul transacts business in the United States and worldwide.

U-Haul and its service providers and vendors such as IBM, SAP, Microsoft and others perform

manufacturing, packaging and assembly of IoT devices, mobile platforms and Web applications

displayed on a Web browser — the Intemet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components
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